
Testimonials for Ron Harris 
 
    
   I was moving abroad and wanted to sell my condo inside a narrow window that wouldn’t leave me 
homeless long before the move, but would allow me to close before I left. Ron understood my situation and 
went to great lengths to make it happen for me. He marketed my home with beautiful photographs, held 
multiple open houses, and advertised my listing in a manner that generated traffic. I was under contract in 
less than a month!  
   Throughout the closing process, Ron not only kept me informed, but also took care of many of the details 
for me so that I could focus on my big move.  
   Ron is not only a great Realtor, but a wonderful person. His kindness and honesty are immediately 
apparent and make him such a joy to work with. I highly recommend Ron as your next Realtor! 
 
    Shelley Baust 
 
 
   Ron Harris became my Realtor three years ago when I moved from a house to a condo in Asheville. He 
represented me in selling my house, purchasing the condo, and handled everything in a very thorough and 
professional manner. 
   I recently moved to a different condo, and Ron once again handled both transactions for me. 
   I have to work many long hours, and Ron always made everything very easy for me by handling all the 
details. He made every effort to schedule to see listings as quickly as possible, often in the evenings. 
   Anyone looking for real estate in the Asheville area would be lucky to have Ron as their Realtor. 
 
   Lynne Petty 
 
 
   Ron Harris acted as my real estate agent in the sale of my house in Weaverville. As I am in the U.K. it 
was particularly important to have someone working on my behalf who was prepared to take care of any 
issues that arose.  
   I found Ron to be efficient, hard working, patient, helpful, and perhaps most importantly, always 
available if I needed to contact him. 
   I could not have asked for a better agent! 
 
  Dr. Fiona Cameron 
 
 
   We were first-time homebuyers who were not even looking to buy anything when we stumbled upon a 
condo that we wanted. Ron did a great job of leading us through the process and making it as relaxed and 
enjoyable as possible. He treated us like we were his #1 clients, even though our purchase was fairly 
modest by local standards. 
 
   Chris and Betsy Dixon 
 
 I met Ron several months before I was ready for my home purchase. He always treated me professionally 
and was there ready to help when I was ready to buy. I have never seen anyone go above any beyond to the 
extent that Ron did. This was the best experience I have had with an agent, and have bought and sold 
homes several times. 
 
   Diana Johnson 
  


